1-Hose 517 Sanitize / Rinse / LV Foam Hose
Drop Station
MODEL # 913131
OVERVIEW
The 517 Sanitize/Rinse/LV Foam Hose Drop Station is a combination applicator for applying one chemical as a low volume of
foam and another as a high-volume, sanitizing spray and for rinsing. This venturi injection system uses standard city water
pressure (35 - 125 PSI) to draw and blend chemical concentrates into the water streams to create accurately diluted solutions
using precision metering tips to control chemical usage. Quick-connect the discharge hose to the LV Foamer to create a low
volume of rich, clinging foam by injecting compressed air into the foaming solution to greatly increase volume and coverage
ability. Foam is then projected in a fan pattern at distances up to 9 feet. Quick-connect the hose to the sanitizer body to project
solution as a fan pattern spray in the lean ratios required for no-rinse sanitizing in food plants. Quick-connect to the rinse plug
and use the powerful 4-hole rinse nozzle to rinse at full pressure.
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OPTIONS
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APPLICATIONS
Food & Beverage
Agriculture/Horticulture
Animal
Food & Health
Beverage
Hatchery
Agriculture/Horticulture
Industrial
Animal Health
Pharm/Bio
Hatchery
And
Many Other Applications!
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Pharm/Bio
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# 224150
# 224145
# 224150
# 224145
# 807740RQD
# 807740RQD

REQUIREMENTS
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